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“Experience & Skills can never be subs�tuted”

Colored Dry Shake Floor Hardener topping is a premixed, ready to use powder, designed for applica�on over a freshly floated 
concrete floor. The product contains specially processed mineral aggregates like crystalline quartz, cement, addi�ves, pigments that 
provides hardened top layer suitable for floors of industrial and commercial buildings, subject to heavy duty traffic like forkli�s, solid 
wheeled vehicles, etc

COLORED CONCRETE FLOORING

Fibre Reinforced Concrete (FRC) Flooring: we lay and finish FRC floors with a concrete mix having Steel & PP Fibres as a primary and 
secondary reinforcement. Since FRC floors are gaining popularity over rebar reinforcement due to various reasons, we use the most 
suitable products depending on the floor type.

Tremix / Screed Flooring: this is an economical yet very effec�ve flooring technique used in almost every sector for mild to heavy 
duty applica�on. In conjunc�on with our dry shake hardeners and skilled applicators we provide a very hard trowelled, smooth & 
uniform surface without any marks or impressions on the floors.  

  CONCRETE FLOORING



Heavy Duty Cemen��ous Screeds: Every floor is subject to damage over a period of �me. So we provide heavy duty cement screed 
on top of exis�ng worn out concrete floors. It’s a blend of special addi�ves, cement, sand, aggregates & fibres which provide a 
monolithic hard wearing topping of 25 to 50 mm in thickness.

FLOOR REPAIR & RESTORATION

We provide polished concrete floor finishes which are hard, easy to clean and 
aesthe�cally appealing.  Nano Lithium Silicate Densifiers / Sealers are applied in number 
of coats between the polishing process which chemically reacts with the concrete and 
hardens the top surface. Specialized heavy-duty concrete grinders equipped with 
diamond impregnated pads of progressive grits are used to gradually grind down surfaces 
to the desired degree of shine and smoothness.

“DURACOATE GLOSS” Polished Concrete Flooring

DURACOATE LS Liquid Concrete Densifier is a blend of lithium silicate & other inorganic 
polymers, which penetrates concrete slab to increase surface density and hardness. Its 
unique formula�on of uniform, nano-sized par�cles reacts with the cement components 
of the slab thus resul�ng in an extremely hard, dense surface that has increased wear 
resistance to foot and fork li� traffic. It is water based and environmentally friendly and is 
VOC compliant.

DURACOATE GUARD Liquid Concrete Sealer is a penetra�ng concrete sealer formulated to enhance and protect polished concrete 
floors. It is a unique blend of silica, silicates, acrylic with other proprietary addi�ves for surface hardness & water repellency.

FLOOR DENSIFICATION & HARDENING



We at DURACOATE, based in Vapi (Gujarat) since 2007, would like to introduce ourselves as specialists in providing concrete 
flooring solu�ons, fully capable of undertaking complete flooring work right from the design stage �ll the execu�on. With 
extensive knowledge in latest techniques in concrete flooring and being sufficiently equipped with the modern machines, we 
provide long las�ng, durable and aesthe�cally appealing floors.

With the mix of experienced staff and right products/machinery we are finishing floors which are not only strong but are also 
eye appealing at the same �me. This approach of ‘quality first’ has resulted in old clients giving repeat orders and new clients 
being added every year.
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